This paper extends the work in [3] by introducing the border finding process to reduce the energy consumption. The objective of this work is to track a moving sensor node by using information from a group of binary sensor nodes measuring whether the moving node is moving toward or away. In [3] , every sensor node sends observations to central processing unit. In this work, we use border finding process to limit the amount of communication and energy consumption since from [1], the border nodes where the observations changes from moving toward to moving away, or vice versa, contain useful information in finding the location of moving node. This process based on neighboring information that can be used to confirm whether the asking node is border node between two groups of data or not. After that, support vector machine (SVM) is in charge of classifying group of data and then particle filter is used to track the moving object follow the direction of vector perpendicular to the optimal hyper plane of support vector machine.
Introduction
In [1] , tracking with a binary sensor network was proposed. In their work, a sensor node needed to send only one bit of information to indicate whether an object was moving toward or moving away from the sensor node. The authors showed that sensors can be divided into two convex hull groups that observe an object moving towards and moving away from where the tracking object must be located outside these two groups. After that, the authors used the particle filter to track the moving object. The direction of an object can be added into the weight function in the particle filter, but they did not mention how to find the direction of the moving object.
In [2] , the author modified Aslam's work [1] by using the support vector machine to separate sensors into two similar groups. The benefit of this approach is that the direction of moving object can be approximated by the vector perpendicular to the optimal hyper plane where the location of moving object is between two parallel planes passing to support vectors of each group. In their work, the authors reported the performance of the location estimation was much higher than that of Aslam's work. In [1] and [2] , they assumed all nodes made perfect observations.
In [3] , they extended the ideas from [1] and [2] , by allowing sensor nodes to make false reports, i.e., sensor nodes report objects moving towards then while it was moving away or the sensor node report object moved away while it was moving toward. Moreover, they proposed the challenging "8" trajectory. The authors reported that their algorithm was still able to track an object, whereas Aslam's algorithm could not.
In this paper, we extend idea from [3] by using border finding process to find which sensor node act as border node for reducing wireless channel bandwidth and energy consumption. The main idea of this work is sending information from only border node instead of sending every sensor node in sensing area to central processing. In our work, we find border node by using probability, each node will ask information from neighboring nodes in specific range to make a decision by comparing with given probability value or it is called threshold. If this node has probability more than threshold, this node will become to bordering node. .
Problem Statement
In this paper, we consider a binary sensor network that is used to track a moving object in area of interest. This network consists of a group of plus sensors, , and a group of minus sensors, , observing objects moving toward and moving away from themselves, respectively. A sensor node may use the received signal strength (RSS) to measure whether an object is moving towards it or away. The signal power is likely to become stronger if an object is moving towards and become weaker if an object is moving away from it. Since the RSS is environmentdependent, it has a high fluctuation due to the fading nature of wireless communication channels. Hence, a sensor can report a false observation. In this work, we transmit only observing data form bordering nodes to the sink node where the trajectory of the moving object is estimated from one bit information that is observed by all sensor nodes. We assume that the sink node knows the initial location of the moving object and the sensor node deploys systematically. Furthermore, we assume that the sensor nodes are deployed as a grid and the sink node knows all locations of the observing node in a deployed area by using localization techniques. Each sensor sends only one bit data, and we assume all data is received by a sink node. To prevent packet loss and packet collision, we use TDMA techniques [4] and use [5] for reducing communication overhead in sensor networks. Here, we focus on tracking only one object. However, our work can be extended to track multiple objects by adding object ID and splitting processor process data from each object. The sink node requires the time synchronization to distinguish data from the observation node in each observation step, i.e., if the set time step = 1s for each moving step, the maximum time synchronization is 500 ms. All observations made by the observing node can be erroneous. If an object is moving towards the sensor node, it will be in S + , otherwise it will be assigned to S -, the observation data is where , n is number of sensors and k is the current iteration.
The Propose Algorithm
We introduce the "border finding phase" to detect the bordering nodes, not all sensor need to transmit its observation to the central processing since only border sensor nodes are needed to construct a boundary between groups of sensor observing an object moving toward and away from. In [3] , after observation phase, every node will send all observation data to the sink node, whereas, in our algorithm, only the border nodes need to send data from observing nodes to sink node. In this work, a border node is defined as a sensor node where the moving object is moving toward (or away from) where at least one of its neighboring nodes observes an object is moving away from (or toward) and the observation may not be perfect. In order to make sure that sensor node is bordering node, we propose a decision rule based on the probabilistic model. If probability of a sensor node is, in fact, a border node given the local observation is more than a threshold; it will transmit its observation to a function center. Let a sensor s collect the observations from its neighboring sensors where X and Y are random variables represent the number of sensors in this neighborhood including s that an object is moving toward and away from, respectively. By flowing from the definition of boarder nodes given above, clearly, if or , s is not a boarder node. However, if both and are non-zero, s is a boarder node. Let and be the actual observations of +1 and -1 in this neighborhood, respectively. Here, the probability of being boarder node is defined as
In this scenario both and are equal to , the total number of sensors in the neighborhood of by including itself. For the prior probability, we assume that all scenarios are equally likely. Here, we assume further that both and make errors independently from each other, and probability to make incorrect decision are equal to . Hence, we have ) min( 
is the probability that a group of sensors will have sensors making incorrect observation. The summation in Eq.
(2) yields the total probability of error from all possible error patterns that yield and sensors observing a moving object moving toward and away from while only and sensors should observe a moving object moving toward and away from, respectively.
Experimental Result
In this section, we examine the effectiveness of our proposed approach. Here, we assume that there are 100 sensors randomly deployed in an area of size 100 ×100 meters. In this work, two moving paths are considered, i.e., a random path or "8" path. In each run, we track an object for 20 moving step. Here, we employed the particle filter [6] with 1000 particles as the tracking algorithm. The experiments are repeated 50 times for statistical significance. The goal of these sensors is to find the bordering node in each observing step. Then, send observing data from each bordering node to the central processing. In this work we fix two variables β and , as given in [4] . In this simulation, we allow sensor that nodes can observe the entire observation area, find sensor nodes that it act as bordering node and can receive messages with some errors. Sensor nodes use signal strength to indicate of the object whether it is moving towards or moving away. The observing data from bordering nodes are transmitted to the sink node via some routing protocol with perfect synchronization.
In Table. 1 we show the camparison of our proposed algorithm and the work in [3] . We found that in case of observation error 1% and 5%, our algorithm achieves higer accuracy than thouse in [3] since fewer ambiguous observations are transmitted to fusion center. When the observation error increase to10%, our work yield similar results even though our algorithm only send partial information. However, when the observation error increases to 20%, the performance of our algorithm is significantly lowver due to lower confidence whether a sensor belong to a border group or not. The total number of data transmissions between sensor nodes and the fusion center also are depicted on Table 1 .
Summary
In this paper, we propsed a moving object tracking algorithm called "A Robust and Energy-efficient Object Tracking Algorithm for Wireless Sensor A Network" where sensor nodes can make observation error. Here, we proposed a local decission rule to find bordering node by statistical model and then transmited only bordering nodes to central processing unit instead of transmitting all observation data for reducing energy consumption. The tracking procedure was achived with SVM and particle filter. From experiment, we found that our work performed better than the work in [3] for small observation errors while significantly reduce the communication bandwidth. However, for large observation error, it may be better to have all sensors transmit their observations to fusion center. 
